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A surface layer (‘‘skin’’) different from the bulk was found in single crystals of BiFeO3. Impedance
analysis and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction reveal a phase transition at T  275 5 C that is
confined within the surface of BiFeO3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and refraction-corrected x-ray
diffraction as a function of incidence angle and photon wavelength indicate a reduced electron density and
an elongated out-of-plane lattice parameter within a few nanometers of the surface. The skin will affect
samples with large surface to volume ratios, as well as devices that rely on interfacial coupling such as
exchange bias.
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Bismuth ferrite, BiFeO3, has become a cornerstone of
magnetoelectric research, owing to its high ferroelectric and
magnetic ordering temperatures, large ferroelectric polar-
ization, and electrically controllable magnetic easy plane
[1–3]. Yet the phase diagram of this archetypal material still
remains unresolved, with a growing number of structural
and/or functional anomalies reported as a function of tem-
perature that may or may not signal the existence of true
phase transitions (see Ref. [3] for a critical review of some
of them). Another unaddressed issue concerns the existence
or otherwise of a surface layer (a ‘‘skin’’) in BiFeO3. Notice
that several important perovskites [e.g., SrTiO3 [4,5],
BaTiO3 [6,7], or relaxor PbðMg1=3Nb2=3ÞO3 [8] ] are known
to have surface layers that are structurally different from the
interior of the crystal. As we shall see, resolving the phase
diagram of BiFeO3 and unravelling its surface structure are
in fact linked problems: the surface has its own symmetry
and undergoes its own phase transitions which interfere
with measurements of bulk BiFeO3. Understanding the
BiFeO3 skin is also important because most devices pro-
posed for this material rely on interfacial interactions such
as exchange bias [2,9–11].
Here we have investigated the electronic and structural
properties of the skin layer of BiFeO3 single crystals as a
function of temperature by techniques allowing a tunable
information depth. We have found a phase transition at
T  275 5 C confined within the surface layer of the
crystal. Meanwhile, at room temperature, refraction-
corrected grazing incidence x-ray diffraction reveals that
the skin of BiFeO3 has an elongated out-of-plane lattice
parameter (tensile strain of 0.7%) in the topmost few
nanometers’ region. Impedance spectroscopy and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy show that the surface layer of
BiFeO3 is charge-depleted.
The crystal used for x-ray investigations was rosettelike
with (001) habitus [12], grown using the method proposed
by Kubel and Schmid [13]. It was first optically polished
using sandpaper and diamond paste; subsequently, in order
to minimize the mechanically damaged surface layer while
preserving smoothness, a 30 min chemical-mechanical
polishing using silica slurry (Syton SF1; Logitech) was
employed. The pressure applied during the last stage was
less than 100 g=cm2 so as to minimize polishing stress at
the surface. A photograph of the crystal is shown in Fig. 1
(inset). Ferroelectric or ferroelastic domains are optically
observable using standard birefringence. The quadrant ar-
rangement is consistent with the polarization pointing
alternately along the diagonals of the unit cell, although
closure cannot be confirmed by birrefringence alone.
Precedents of ferroelectric flux closure have so far been
limited to nanoscopic domains [14]. The local roughness
was 0.8 nm, determined by atomic force microscopy, and
in agreement with the x-ray reflectivity (Fig. 1) value of
ð1:3 0:1Þ nm.
(110)-oriented dendritic crystals were also made as de-
scribed in Refs. [15–18]. Their ac impedance [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)] was measured using an Agilent impedance ana-
lyzer, model 4294A. The electrodes were sputtered gold,
with Pt wires attached to them using silver paste. The
impedance shows classic Maxwell-Wagner behavior [19]:
a giant and frequency-dependent steplike increase in
capacitance, typical of a material with two lossy dielectric
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components in series. The bulk of the crystal becomes
conducting as temperature increases (hence the large
losses), so that the voltage is then mostly dropped on a
charge-depleted interfacial barrier layer (contact capaci-
tance); because the interface is thin, the apparent capaci-
tance becomes large [20,21].
At low frequency (where interfacial capacitance domi-
nates), there is a peak whose temperature (T ¼ 272 C) is
frequency-independent thus signaling a true phase transi-
tion. On the other hand, the peak’s absence from the high-
frequency curves (where bulk capacitance dominates)
implies that the inside of the crystal is not undergoing
any change [22]. The T peak must therefore correspond
to a phase transition confined within the interface. The
anomaly is observed also in as-grown unpolished samples
(Fig. 2(c)) and therefore the surface transition is not caused
by polishing.
Further evidence for an electronically different surface
layer comes from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). The Bi 4f core level results are shown in
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). Spectra were acquired at angles of
90 and 30 with respect to the sample surface using small
spot Al K radiation. Two components are observed in the
Bi 4f spectrum indicating two different electronic environ-
ments for Bi3þ. The higher binding energy component is
more intense at glancing angle detection [Fig. 2(d)] than at
normal incidence [Fig. 2(e)], showing that it should be
associated with the surface or near-surface region. No
carbonate species were observed in the C 1s spectra (not
shown); thus, the high binding energy component is not
due to adsorbates. Higher binding energy is consistent with
lower screening and therefore with lower electron density
(charge depletion), as also observed in the skin of other
ferroelectrics [6]. The Fe 2p spectrum was checked and
showed a spin orbit splitting (13.45 eV) and 2p3=2 binding
energy (710.8 eV), fully consistent with trivalent Fe.
The XPS evidence thus points to a distinct electronic
environment while maintaining the same chemistry as the
bulk BiFeO3.
Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction allows tracking sur-
face structural changes, with tunable information depth
from a few unit cells to several hundreds of microns [23].
The sample in Fig. 1 has been investigated by grazing
incidence x-ray diffraction on the six-circle diffractometer
at SpLine beam line, ESRF [25]. The sample was placed on
a heating stage (25 C–400 C) covered with an airtight
Kapton housing filled with 1 bar of pure oxygen to mini-
mize oxygen vacancies.
In order to tune the penetration depth we have devised a
dual approach, changing both the incidence angle and
the incident photon energy. The justification is that, while
either parameter alone permits probing different depths
[Fig. 3(b); [23,24] ], the parameters also yield refraction-
induced peak shifts [26], so that both real (structural) shifts
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FIG. 2 (color online). Capacitive impedance measurements
[panels (a), (b), and (c)]. The index in the curves indicates the
frequency of the measurement in kHz. There is a peak at T ﬃ
272 C in the low-frequency region of the spectrum, which
corresponds to the contact capacitance. This peak is absent at
higher frequencies, so the transition does not affect the bulk.
(c) The anomaly was also observed in unpolished crystals, so it is
not caused by the polishing process. Panels (d) and (e): the XPS
intensity at glancing detection (d) is shifted towards higher
energies than that at normal incidence (e), consistent with a
charge-depleted surface.
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FIG. 1 (color online). X-ray reflectivity measurement (blue
dots) and theoretical fit (solid red line) yielding a roughness of
1 nm for the surface of the BiFeO3 crystal used in the diffraction
study. Inset: Polarized optical microscopy view graph of the
same mirror-polished single crystal, with habitus parallel to
h001ipseudocubic, showing a quadrantlike arrangement of the four
types of ferroelastic domain present in the sample.
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and artificial (refractive) ones are convolved. In order to
separate themwe note that refraction behaves differently as
a function of angle and energy [Fig. 3(b)], especially near
the critical angle and/or the absorption edge (Bi L3 at
13 keV). The penetration depth  and refractive shift
L plotted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) have been calculated
using [23]
 ¼ 1=ImðqzÞ; L ¼ azReðqz QzÞ=ð2Þ;
where az is the vertical lattice parameter, andQz and qz are
the vertical components of the scattering vector in vacuum
and in the material, respectively:
Qz ¼ K½sinðiÞ þ sinðfÞ;
qz ¼ K½
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin2ðiÞ  2ð1 nÞ
q
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sin2ðfÞ  2ð1 nÞ
q
;
with i;f the incidence and exit angles, n the complex
refraction index, and K ¼ 2= the wave vector length
in vacuum. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that, at an incidence
angle of 0.22, the refraction shift is exactly the same for
10 keV and 15 keV. This set of angles and energies is
therefore convenient because it allows discriminating
penetration depths between a few angstroms and several
tens of nanometers keeping a constant refraction.
Diffracted intensity was mapped around the (102) re-
flection. We used a pseudocubic unit cell with perpendicu-
lar reciprocal lattice vectors H, K, and L, with L being
perpendicular to the crystal surface. In Fig. 3(a) we show
two perpendicular sections (tomographs) of the three-
dimensional mesh. Because of the ferroelastic twinning,
two peaks corresponding to the (102) and ( 102) reflec-
tions are observed. On top of this, there is broadening of
the maxima due to mosaicity [27]. We have therefore
tracked the modulus of the momentum transfer Q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
H2 þ K2 þ L2
p
, in analogy with powder diffraction, and
used its changes to identify structural distortions.
Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the radial distribution
of intensities integrated for each shell of constant Q
(i.e., the histogram of the moduli of Q) for the three-
dimensional HKL maps. Fig. 3(d) shows data at identical
incidence angle (0.22) but different photon energies
(10 and 15 keV); in 3(e) the photon energy is constant
(15 keV) and the incidence angle is varied (0.1 and 5).
For each panel, the lighter (red) curve denotes the surface
of the crystal, while the bulk is in the dark (blue) curve. We
have normalized the intensities to allow a comparison
between light (red) and dark (blue) curves, and corrected
the peaks for refraction shift [26]. In all cases the data show
an unambiguous difference between surface and bulk.
Such a difference cannot be explained by refraction as
the shift of the histograms was identical for all data in
3(d) and, moreover, the corrections in 3(e) lead to the same
results. The conclusion is that there is an expansion of the
(102) interplanar distance located at the topmost nano-
meters of the crystal. Since the skin must be in-plane
coherent with the bulk, the peak shift translates into an
out-of-plane lattice parameter elongation of 0.7% at the
surface.
The temperature dependence of the out-of-plane lattice
parameter has been measured and is shown in Fig. 4 for the
bulk and for the surface (i ¼ 0:1 , penetration depth of
1 nm). The difference between the two curves is striking:
whereas the bulk shows a featureless linear thermal
expansion, the skin shows a marked anomaly, with nega-
tive thermal expansion setting in around 260 C, followed
by a sharp expansion of almost 0.2% at 280 C. This
temperature agrees with T from impedance analysis. Its
detection only at the subcritical angle and absence from
supercritical incidence confirms that the phase transition is
confined within a skin layer that is only a few unit cells
thick; though its exact thickness cannot be measured, the
complete absence from x-ray measurements with a pene-
tration depth of 50 nm places an upper bound and suggests
an order of magnitude in the region of 10 nm or less.
Surface-sensitive probes such as backscattering Raman
[28] have shown an onset of phonon softening at T ¼
270 C and culminating at TN. It is not clear that it is the
same transition, but the fact that T is the same is unlikely
to be a coincidence. Skin effects may also account for other
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Reciprocal space tomograph around
the (102) reflection. Calculated penetration depth (b) and refrac-
tive shift (c) as a function of incidence angle for two different
beam energies, showing that for an angle of 0:22, changing the
energy allows tuning the penetration depth without changing the
refractive shift. The Q-histogram analysis of the HKL measured
by changing the photon energy (d) and the incidence angle (e),
both of which confirm that the lattice parameter is expanded at
the surface.
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unexplained anomalies of BiFeO3 [3]. In particular, singu-
larities at 200 K and 140 K have been observed by surface-
sensitive probes [29,30] but not by bulk-sensitive ones such
as transmission neutron diffraction and magnetometry
[31], which suggests surface effects. As for the origin of
the skin transition, the calculations of Dieguez et al. [32]
predict a plethora of metastable phases within just
100 meV of the ground state of bulk BiFeO3. A surface-
confined transition would be facilitated by these, because
the small energy barrier between them is of the same order
as the surface relaxation energy of perovskites [33,34]. We
also note that the (100) planes of BiFeO3 are not neutral, so
the electrostatic cost of the surface termination should also
be considered, and may in fact contribute to the observed
charge depletion.
The skin will impact on samples with a large surface
to volume ratio. Fine grained ceramics, for example, are
structurally different from large grained ones, with a melt-
ing of the Bi sublattice for a radius smaller than 9 nm [35],
comparable to the thickness of the skin. Likewise, in thin
films a T anomaly has been reported [36]. The distinct
properties of the surface are also likely to affect the per-
formance of interfacial coupling devices such as those
based on exchange bias [11]. Given its repercussions,
then, the surface of BiFeO3 deserves close scrutiny from
the multiferroic community.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison between the reciprocal
thermal expansion at the skin (empty symbols) and inside the
crystal (solid symbols) evidencing the local phase transition at
T in the surface of BiFeO3.
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